
Power And Decision Making : 

 Nussbaum argues that much of our     

democratic and decision making systems 

take for granted an equal starting 

point which is not reality. 

 Her capabilities approach argues that the 

state should aim to reduce or remove 

any barriers that limit citizens freedom 

to participate fully to their societies. 

 

Education: 

 Nussbaum believes education can help to      

remove barriers to citizens fulfilling all of 

their capabilities. 

 She likes the idea of socratic education, that 

means schools and colleges that encourage 

constant self questioning and critical   

thinking about ourselves and society. 

 She believes liberal education can encourage 

citizens to look beyond their own narrow 

backgrounds and interests and act in the 

common good. 

Human Rights: 

 Nussbaum’s capabilities 

approach is a way of 

looking at human 

rights which focusses 

on the state removing 

impediments to human 

freedom and happiness. 

 She outlines 10 central 

capabilities which need 

to be in place for any 

citizen to fulfil their 

full human potential. 

 The challenge to the 

state is to provide a 

society in which      

regardless of starting 

point any citizen can 

achieve all 10. 

Class inequality: 

 Nussbaum’s capabilities approach avoids 

tackling class or economic inequality 

head on. 

 By focussing on barriers to human       

capabilities rather than more simple     

economic Inequalities Nussbaum positions 

herself closer to locke and rawls than 

marx. 

Gender Inequality: 

 Nussbaum is a feminist who believes  

millions of women around the 

world are frustrated and blocked in 

the pursuit of their capabilities by         

unequal opportunities. 

 In “sex and social justice” she outlines 

five features of feminism addressing 

issues women face globally and      

personally. 

Culture/Identity 

 Nussbaum’s is critical 

of the custom  of    

accepting traditional 

beliefs or narrow    

national or cultural 

identities. 

 She encourages the 

development a sense of 

global citizenship 

where citizens of     

diverse cultural and 

religious backgrounds 

build relationships 

based on common 

ground. 

 She suggests the 10   

capabilities as a place 

to start. 
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